Brighter Lives, Better World
Signify sustainability program

The challenges
- Climate change caused by carbon emissions is threatening our planet
- Global population is increasing with more people living in cities
- More resources are needed and create more waste

Our promise
Sustainable products, systems and services will contribute 80% of our revenues by 2020

Our operational commitments
- Energy efficiency: Connected LED lighting reduces energy consumption by up to 80%
- Social benefits: The right light helps people to see, feel and function better
- Circular lighting: We are leading the transition to a circular economy
- ZERO carbon: 100% carbon neutral 100% renewable electricity by 2020
- Prevent injuries: Create safe work places
- Zero waste to landfill: Eliminate waste to landfill for our manufacturing sites

To unlock the extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and a better world
signify.com/global/sustainability